COMMUNICATION BOARD (ENGLISH)

Pain | Tired | Nauseous | TV control | Call light | Lights
---|---|---|---|---|---
Hot | Cold | Scared | Lotion | Glasses | Medicine
Itchy | Dizzy | Uncomfortable | Wash face | Chapstick | Blanket
Reposition me | Breathing is harder | I need help | Oral care | Contact my family | Talk to doctor
Use the bathroom | Suction mouth | Suction trach | I have a question | Family visit? | What's happening?
Do not resuscitate | Check my catheter | Religious person | How much longer? | How am I doing? | What's next?
Do not intubate | Ask me Yes/No questions | YES | Not sure | NO | Thank you
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Communication Board Instructions

1. Tell the person that this is a way for them to communicate while they are on a ventilator.
2. Review some of the messages on the board with the individual. Provide them with an example of how to use it. For example: If you want a blanket, you could touch the word “blanket” on the board.
3. Show them the messages and the spelling board. Tell them they can use the letters to spell what they want to say. This could be names of people or they could spell short phrases etc.
4. Leave the board close to the person. Hand it to them as you are trying to communicate together. Encourage them to use both the phrases and spelling board.

If the individual can’t use their hands to touch the board, assist them using the following method:

1. Establish a way for the person to communicate a “yes” response (e.g. looking up).
2. Point to each row in turn and ask if the message or letter is in that row (e.g. “Is it in this row?”). Be sure to pause between each row.

3. The individual will use their “yes” response when you reach the row they want. There is no need for them to communicate “no.” Just look for a yes.
4. Next, review each item in the row they selected. Be sure to pause between each one.

5. The individual will use their “yes” response when you reach item or letter they want.
6. If spelling, you can guess the word after 2 letters are provided, but make sure to ask the individual if it is correct.